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To protect and increase the 
range and numbers of Painted 

Dogs, (lycaon pictus) in 
Zimbabwe

Vision
 During the past 30 years, there has been a decline in the 

number and distribution of painted dogs and known viable 
populations are now limited to only 12 counties. The most 

important causes of this decline are conflict with expanding 
human populations and habitat fragmentation. 

About Painted Dogs

State sponsored persecution of painted dogs has officially 
ceased, however painted dogs are still widely persecuted by 

land owners due to prejudice and perceived conflict with 
livestock. In addition, indirect anthropogenic mortality is caused 

by road deaths, and the incidental capture of painted dogs in 
snares set for other species. Larger protected areas similar in 
size to Hwange National Park (HNP) are required to support 
viable populations of painted dogs than most other carnivore 

species.
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The scope of the project is geographic and 
is defined by a CORE OPERATING AREA 

(COA) in and around Hwange National Park 
(21000 Sqkm) and the Mid Zambezi Valley.

Scope

With the ultimate focus of this project being 
on the Painted Dog, the project seeks to 
protect or conserve three conservation 

targets namely Painted Dogs; Kudu and 
Impala, which are the primary prey species 

of Painted Dog; and suitable habitat for 
Painted Dogs and their prey in the COA.

Conservation targets
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It’s hard to know where to begin. This year we had tremendous success 
with operations such as the rescue and subsequent release of the entire 
Mpindo pack, yet, at the same time, we suffered the agonizing loss of the 
ten Destiny pack pups and four of the adults. In the twenty plus years we 
have been striving to create an environment where the painted dogs can 
thrive, we try to learn from the losses and celebrate the growing 
successes. 
In addition to our daily work with the dogs, life in general remains tough in 
Zimbabwe. Socioeconomic challenges are daily occurrences that require 
creativity, resolve, and understanding to overcome. But we do overcome, again 
and again, in the never-ending quest to deliver on our aims and objectives.
The key to our success continues to be your support and the dedication of our 
staff. I don’t want to single out individuals amongst our staff of 60-plus because 
they all do a tremendous job in their own way.Their degree of dedication and 
commitment is paramount: tracking down the dogs in any weather, any time of 
day; working around the clock to fix enclosures that house injured or orphaned 
dogs; patrolling the area daily to remove snares to keep the dogs as safe as 
possible; educating, indeed inspiring, our next generation of conservationists 
and visitors alike.
 

Executive Summary 

Ultimately, more dogs are what we want to see, stability in packs who raise their pups to adulthood. The signs are there. Our 
optimism remains as high as our determination. We get knocked down time and time again but we pick ourselves up and dust 
ourselves off.  This year, the story of Cusp, the alpha female of the Broken Rifle pack, illustrated our resolve. This pack frequents 
the areas some 50km southeast of us, very close to communal land. In 2016, I removed a snare from Cusp’s neck. In 2017, we 
removed seven snares from seven dogs in her pack, keeping the pack intact. We hoped for success in 2018 when Cusp eventually 
denned. Tragically she was killed by lions while at her den and all the pups perished. However, later in the year, her former pack 
mates united with dogs from the BaNyayi and Sommalisa packs and formed three new packs. Success we could not have 
anticipated, thus reviving our eternal optimism.  
Our expansion into Mana Pools has presented similar challenges. We have been operating there since 2010 and will be increasing 
our footprint and establishing a base there in 2019. Even with that expansion, however, the work will remain seasonal due to the 
rainfall presenting access challenges. Mana Pools and the surrounding Mid Zambezi Valley is home to arguably the most significant 
painted dog population on the planet because it links with other populations in Zambia, Mozambique and through to Tanzania. 
Certainly, it is home to the largest population in Zimbabwe and very little is understood about the threats and challenges these dogs 
face.
At the moment, the Mana Pools population seems to be in decline. The ageing of alpha females such as Black Tip and the departed 
Tait is one factor., (Black Tip and Tait feature in the BBC “Dynasties” television series and the book, Painted Wolves: A Wild Dogs 
Life, which I co-authored with Nick Dyer.) Pressure from lions and hyenas is another. There are, however, some hopeful signs. 
There seems to be an abundance of prey, and even an expanded type of prey as noted by the packs’ appetite for baboons, which 
has neither been seen nor recorded anywhere else on the continent. 

Peter Blinston

Anti-poaching female scouts
 
 

Iganyana Children's Bush Camp kids on gamedrive
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In addition, we were lifted by the news of a “new” pack of five adults and 
seven pups towards the end of the year.  In our quest to leverage these 
positive signs, we are continuing to work with experts in DNA analysis at 
Stanford University, while sharing the results with our cross-border 
partners at the excellent Zambia Carnivore Project. 
The bulk of our work in protecting the dogs continues to be in our core 
operating area outside Hwange National Park. Our anti-poaching units 
are on the frontline of this life-saving work. First established in 2001 we 
now have scouts who have patrolled for more than 30,000 hours, making 
them experts in their field, whichever way you care to measure it. 
Currently 16 strong, the units now feature three women from our local 
community and two German Shepherd dogs. This work is supplemented 
by our forty-strong volunteer unit in nearby Mabale Village, the home of 
our local Chief. 
The APU teams are deployed on a daily basis throughout the area and 
are often strategically targeted to those areas where we know the dogs 
are hunting. Regular community meetings serve to reinforce the 
knowledge and awareness that we are out there, proving a deterrent to all 
but the hard-core poachers. 
In 2018, we also vaccinated more than 1,700 domestic dogs against 
rabies. This deadly disease wiped out our Mabuyamabhema pack in 2017 
and we were determined that this would not happen again. 
Our world-renowned Children’s Bush Camp reached its 15th anniversary 
in 2018. It has hosted more than 12,000 children since we began the 
programme in 2003 and many of these children are the pool of human 
resources that we now dip into to fulfill our employment needs. Others are 
actively engaged in our education outreach activities through our 
Emerging Wildlife Conservation Champions initiative. 
Conservation of a species like the painted dog remains a daunting 
proposition. The threats are complex and many, the resources required 
are vast. Time is needed, patience in abundance, and a never-ending 
determination to succeed is a pre-requisite. You make our team complete 
and I know many of you live our daily life with us, whether vicariously, 
first-hand, on the ground, it all matters. Your partnership and support 
make all the difference between that fine line of success and failure. We 
place enormous value on all you do for us and will continue to do all we 
can for the dogs with you by our side.

Executive summary 

- Peter Blinston
PDC Executive Director

Maintenance team working on the fence
 

Anti-poaching scouts on patrol
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2018 by numbers

anti poaching 

753
arrested

7

patrolled 

21332
removed

3287

bush camp

28

 released back 
into the wild

19 

 collared

15

 clubs
18

attended bush 
camp

1058

 vaccinated

1700
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Conservation Research
 

Conservation research
 

(Creel and Creel 1996; Mills and Gorman 1997) The Gwaai area 
outside HNP is still considered a sink habitat for dogs and 
herbivory. The wide-ranging behaviour of dogs, means that some 
packs spend some time in human induced areas beyond the safe 
confines of protected areas. Here they encounter humans, snares, 
poisons, speeding cars on tarred highways and domestic dog 
diseases. 
 
The Destiny pack, Mpindo pack, Kali pack, Ganda and Nkwizizi 
pack range beyond HNP and have suffered high mortality and 
injuries, as a result of anthropogenic induced factors.

The painted dog population in the PDC Core research area of 
Hwange National Park, based on data available, a total count of all 
known packs in the HNP for the period January 2018 to November 
2018, is 21, consisting of 124 adult/ yearling dogs and 44 pups. 
There are six packs featuring 42 adults recorded previously but 
not seen in 2018. It is estimated that an additional five packs 
consisting of approximately 30 adults/ yearlings exist in the 
unsurveyed areas of HNP.

This would make our estimate for HNP to be +/- 
196 adults in 32 packs at an average of 6 per 
pack. 
 
Plus 7 known dispersals that do not qualify as a 
pack as they are not a breeding unit.

- Dr Hillary Madzikanda
PDC Head of Scientific Research

Painted dogs in the country are listed as endangered and the 
population had been declining, however, Hwange National 
Park (HNP) has recorded a slight recovery in painted dog 
population since 2016, brought about by more pups in 
breeding units, more pups surviving to adulthood, being 
linked to plenty rainfall and prey species, thus healthier alpha 
females.
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HOME RANGES OF MONITORED PACKS IN 2018
 



In Mana Pools, there is growing concern surrounding the 
disturbance of painted dogs. While the painted dogs are 
a “must see” for many visitors, which we see as a big 
plus for the species and Mana Pools, this enthusiasm 
needs to be carefully managed and monitored closely.
 
The den sites for the painted dogs in Mana Pools are visited 
often by operators with clients and some tourists with walking 
permits. While there is little evidence that this causes any 
significant harm, there are recorded incidents of packs 
moving their den apparently due to disturbance. The real 
reason for the move and its timing is unknown. It is noted that 
painted dogs do indeed move their den two or three times at 
least, generally if the site becomes too smelly and thus likely 
to attract more attention from predators such as hyena, lion 
and leopard. 
 
Crowding of the painted dogs while resting and being closely 
followed on foot is also a growing concern in Mana Pools. 
Again, the enthusiasm to see the painted dogs is welcome 
but needs to be managed.

The painted dog population in Mana Pools and The Mid 
Zambezi Valley based on data available, a total count of all 
known packs in the region for the period January 2018 to 
November 2018, is 9 packs featuring 52 adults and 25 pups. 
There are four packs featuring 50 adults previously recorded 
but not seen in 2018.

This would make our estimate for Mana and 
The Mid Zambezi Valley to be +/- 102 adults in 
13 packs at an average of per pack 11.33
 
Extrapolating this figures gives an estimate 
for the entire Mid Zambezi valley at 196 
adults in 24 packs.

Conservation research
 

- Dr Hillary Madzikanda
PDC Head of Scientific Research
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Distribution and ranging of Painted dogs at Mana pools 2018



A relentless tide: Anti-Poaching
 

In 2018 we collected 3 287 snares from 753 patrols as 
compared to 2 377 snares from 703 patrols in 2017. This 
could be attributed to the joint patrols we carried out with the 
Mabale Volunteers during the 2018 period, we carried out 54 
patrols in 13 days and recovered 1 342 snares. We covered an 
area of 2 171 sq km as compared to 1 955 sq km we covered 
in 2017 and Cummulative area patrolled was 6 384 sq km as 
compared to 6 258 sq km covered during the same period in 
2017. 7 poachers were arrested.

We conducted K9 roadshows in March, July and November along 
the boundary of Hwange NP. These were joint strategic exercises 
that involved the collaboration of Zimbabwe Wildlife and Parks 
Management Authority (ZWPMA), Forestry Commission and the 
Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) bringing together wildlife and 
environment conservation sector players to speak in one voice 
against poaching and showcasing the K9 unit dogs and how we 
have buttressed our efforts to combat poaching. It was also an 
opportune time to showcase our dogs before deployment.
 The objective of these shows was to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of our German Shepherds (Jessie and Natasha), 
serving as a deterrent to any would be poacher.
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Natasha and Jessie During Community Roadshows



The Gwayi farms have virtually no protection 
at all except for a few farms like Chimwara 
which has some farm guards patrolling within 
the farm. Most of the poachers are people 
employed within the farming community of 
Gwayi who are not getting any remuneration 
and the farm owners are well aware of that.



All of these reasons apply for criminalising the same acts against 
natural resources. However, there is an additional dimension to 
the fight against wildlife crime; legislation to protect wildlife also 
aims to ensure the sustainability of natural resource systems. 
This sets a different dynamic for wildlife and forest law 
enforcement, which should lead to the analysis of uses and users 
of wildlife resources taking into consideration the sustainability 
and promotion of compliance with good resource man agement 
policies.
Collaboration being the key element for achieving the desired 
objectives by all and the workshop aimed to address that element.

The Mabale volunteers are playing a vital role in strengthening that effort and some of 
the farmers do not understand that endeavour, instead of complimenting the effort they 
seem to be disruptive by their actions in denying the volunteers access to patrol their 
farms.
We witnessed an increase in the number of snares being recovered in the Mabale 
communal land area where the Volunteers were patrolling, we collected over 190 snares 
in the first six months as compared to 10 snares collected during the same period in 
2017. This was attributed to the fact that there was an influx of people expecting 
employment from the Gwayi-Shangani dam construction and the Liberation mine 
expedition which stopped some of its operations resulting in quite a number of people 
being retrenched creating a strong suspicion that some of them might have been 
involved in poaching activities.

Although PDC is doing as much as it can to protect the Gwayi Valley the area is enormous for 16 
scouts, considering that PDC is also protecting Sinamatela area as well.
Sinamatella is an area in the western sector of HNP. It is adjacent to the Makomo coal mine and 
Hwange town, which is the largest town in the region. Poaching is endemic in the area, often our 
scouts encounter gangs of poachers. Strategic deployment of the K9 dogs into the area is thus a 
priority.
During the month of October 2018 a legal awareness workshop was successfully carried out at the 
PDC visitors centre where over fifty participants drawn from different backgrounds, 
Conservationists, Lawyers, Community leaders, ordinary community members Farm owners, 
Rangers and the ZRP attended.
The purpose of the workshop was to enlighten the participants on the fundamental difference 
between wildlife offences and other forms of crimes as most property crimes, such as robbery, 
theft, arson and vandalism, are criminalized because they inflict harm on people or man-made 
property by creating uncertainty, diminishing confidence, and harming commerce and economic 
growth.

- Enoch zulu
PDC Anti-Poaching Manager

 

Mabale Community Volunteers
 
 



The Education and Community Development Program 
comprises of several activities which include the Children’s 
Bush Camp which is an in-situ intensive conservation 
education 4-day program provided to the local grade 6 six 
students located within the park boundaries. The program 
is free of charge to the students and its objective is to 
inculcate positive attitudes and behaviour change in the 
future generation.

- Wilton Nsimango
Education and Community Development 

Programs Manager

The Bush Camp program celebrated its 15th year 
anniversary of changing lives and shaping attitudes. We 
also added a new school to the program, the Mpindo 
Primary School, thanks to their positive attitude towards the 
painted dogs that had denned and killed goats in their 
community.
 
Community leaders that visited the Bush Camp and those 
who attended the community meetings stressed the point of 
discouraging poaching activity in the area and reporting any 
such behaviour. A new voluntary team at Dopota took effect 
and started patrols to remove snares I their adjacent area.
73% of the “O” level students in our secondary school 
registered for science and mathematics as a result of the 
Special Grade Two Camp.
Wildlife and Nature conservation, which was recently 
implemented in the primary schools curriculum due to the 
Bush Camp.

National General paper exam contained items, which had 
been covered at the camp and teachers, acknowledged the 
importance of the program, 8 questions from the 
Environmental science paper  appeared in the exam.
Generally the impact of knowledge acquisition from the 
Bush Camp is shown on the side graph above.

Hearts and Minds

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

 Pre Camp Av/Score 

Post Camp Av/Score 

Pre and Post Camp Wildlife and Environment 
Knowledge Analysis
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Mpindo success
On the 26th June 2018 we brought the Mpindo pack 
into our Rehabilitation Facility, a facility built to cater 
for sick, injured, orphaned or threatened painted 
dogs.
The pack comprised of two adult painted dogs and eight 
two-weeks old pups. The Mpindo had denned in the 
communal land of Mpindo village. The pack was reported 
to be killing and feeding off the goats from the village.
The villagers were furious and could have easily meted 
revenge by killing the whole pack but they decided to 
inform us. A hugely significant change in behaviour that 
we need as we create an environment where the dogs 
can thrive. We acted. This is a community, which had no 
previous benefits from our programs. But kids from their 
neighbouring community, Ngamo, 20 km away, attend our 
Iganyana Children’s Bush Camp. It confirmed the impact 
of the Bush Camp program that you support.
On the 11th December, after six months at the 
Rehabilitation Facility, we released the Mpindo pack into 
Hwange National Park, where they belong. We monitor 
them daily as they thrive and raise their pups.
Ten painted dogs’ lives were saved, a significant figure to 
the dwindling numbers of these endangered species. To 
us every individual is important and it makes all the 
difference. We choose to act to save the lives of every 
individual and your support makes it possible. Mpindo 
lives on!

©Chris Hennessy



We brought the Mpindo primary kids in November for a 
thank-you visit at our Visitors Centre. They spent two nights 
at the Bush Camp, they loved it! Through your support, 
Mpindo Primary School will become the 20th local school 
that attends our Bush Camp program for free starting 2019.

Mpindo Success



Our Hero Maria Njamba
Disney Conservation Hero
Houston Zoo Wildlife Hero



18 Conservation 
Clubs 

18 competitions / 
activities 

Emerging Wildlife 
Conservation 

Champions

28 Bush Camps
1058 Children

15 year anniversary

7 nutritional gardens
20,000+ people served by

HIV / AIDS Program

50+ artisans engaged at
 Iganyana Arts

Iganyana Soccer league
67 local people employed
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SUPPORTER VISIT: GUY OLIVER 

In 2018 we had the pleasure of hosting a number of our 
supporters who come to appreciate the work we do on the 
ground. 
One such was Guy Oliver, a fervent supporter of Iganyana 
Children's Bush Camp program. He visited PDC during the 
Iganyana Children's Bush Camp Special camp of 2018, a camp 
that he and his partner Patricia have pledged to support for 10 
years. He brought along his sister, Ebeth, who is a retired infant 
teacher back home in the USA. 
During their week long visit, they were able to participate in 
Children's Bush Camp activities with kids as well as help the 
staff during the camp. One of the activities they participated in 
with kids was the camera session where Special Camp 
attendees are taught how to use cameras and appreciate 
wildlife through photography. 



We would like to express our thanks and appreciation for all the support we received in 2018 from The 
David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation, Tusk and Wildlife Conservation Network and those organisation and 

individuals listed alphabetically below

A-part BV
Alan and Victoria Peacock
Amgen Foundation Match Gift Program
Andre Cohen
Andrew Luk
Anita Pereira
Ann Wheeler and Gene Evans
Arthur L. & Elaine V. Johnson
Artis Zoo
Astrid Von Liechtenstein
BlackRock Match Gift Program
Bob Worth and Margaret McCarthy
Bruce and Trish Campbell
Burgers Zoo
CA Desert Chapter of AAZK
Carol Guttery and Ken Voorheis
Cathryn Gabor and Rob Fuller
CGMK Foundation
Charles Marshik
Christine Hemrick
Christopher Lademacher and Kathleen Faeheny
Chuan Wang
Colin Dunn
Columbus Zoological Park Association
Cori Bargmann
Dan Pickering and Amanda Hughes
Dana Nojima and Elaine Lyford-Nojima
David Berger
Diane and Ted Johnson
Diane Rosner
Disney Conservation Fund
Disney's Animal Kingdom
Don and Carol Gagne

Donald Sender
Donna Howe and Juan Loaiza
Dublin Zoo
Elizabeth Cosgrove and Cameron Smith
Eric Mlak
Escape to Africa Safaris Ltd
Fiona Bensen
Gaia Zoo
Glen Apseloff
Glen Smith
Guy Oliver and Patricia Morris
Heidi Dugan
Hildebrand Fund
Horne Family
Houston Zoo
Howe Ng and Aaron Hyland
Humane Society International
Jan Richardson
Jim Clark
Joe Hollstein
John Carothers
John Stuelpnagel
Jon and Laura Mellberg
Joyce Kaneshiro and James Poley
Judy and Chuck Wheatley
Julie and Thomas Hull
Karen Muniz
Katherine Phillips
Kathleen Sullivan
Kevin Watson
Kimberly Griffin
Kolmarden Zoo
Kristan and Peter Norvig

Linda Kahn
Livia Stone
Living Desert Zoo and Garden
Lori and Bruce Laitman-Rosenblum
Lynne Heinrich
M. Piuze Foundation
Marc Dash
Marian Marra
Mark Veeley
Melinda and James Noel
Michael Schaeffer and Michelle Maton
Nancy Denison
Nashville Zoo
Painted Dog Conservation Inc (Australia)
Painted Dog Conservation UK
Peter Gleichenhaus
Philip Kavan
Rebecca Patton and Thomas Goodrich
Redew
Robert and Karen Yi
Ron Sternal and Nancy Gibson
Rotary Nieuwerkerk
SAFE Worldwide
Sara Jantz
Sean Ramsdell
SeaWorld & Busch Gardens Conservation Fund
Sonja Mueller
Spectrum
SSB Charitable Corporation
Stephen A. Kuntz
Steven and Florence Goldby
Stichting Painted Dog Conservation
Stichting The Harber Charitable Foundation
 
 
 

Programmes
95%

Admin
4.5%

Surplus
0.5%

PDC Total Income 2018
USD 724,595

Total Income: USD 724,595
Programmes: USD 693,885
Administration: USD 32,872

Surplus: USD 3,380

Stuff and PeeWee Marshall
Sudie Rakusin
The Pavilion Foundation
The Rufford Foundation 
The Tapeats Fund
VOF Compas Management
Walli Finch
Zoo La Palmyre
Zoos Victoria
 

THANK YOU!



Painted Dog Conservation
 

PO Box 72
Dete, Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe Tel: +263772162852
 
info@painteddog.org
www.painteddog.org
 Follow us
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